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MIT & Cambridge
statistics on crime
Campus Police report numbers
By Leon Lin
How has crime at MIT changed in
the past two years? In 2011, the MIT
Police received six reports of rape
and 22 reports of liquor law violations referred for disciplinary action
on MIT’s campus, according to the
2012 MIT Annual Security and Fire
Safety Report, released on Friday by
the MIT Police. These are the highest
numbers since 2007. In 2010, there
were three reports of rape and 38 reports of liquor law violations on campus at MIT.
In addition, the MIT Police received one report of rape and 14 reports of liquor law violations off campus in 2011.
On-campus burglary reports to-

Thefts at MIT
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President L. Rafael Reif talked with students during dinner at Simmons Hall last Thursday evening. The visit coincided with Simmons’ 10th anniversary, celebrated over the weekend and with the
unveiling of a 144”, twelve-panel digital display on the west wall of the dining hall.
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taled 16 in 2011, down from 22 in
2010. These are the lowest numbers
since at least 2007, during which
MIT Police recorded 197 on-campus
burglaries.
In each of 2010 and 2011, there was
also one report of motor vehicle theft
and one report of aggravated assault.
The Cambridge Police Department reported 23 rapes, 158 motor
vehicle thefts, 261 aggravated assaults, and 520 burglaries in 2011.
In the same year, the Harvard
University Police Department reported 12 rapes, three motor vehicle
thefts, seven aggravated assaults, 24
burglaries, and 35 liquor law violations referred for disciplinary action.
The MIT Police accept anony-
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The faculty newsletter on edX
FNL on MIT 2030, edX, & faculty/staff quality of life
The future of MITx and edX

By Anne Cai
News Editor
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Released approximately two
weeks ago, the September/October
Faculty Newsletter features views on
edX from the faculty and highlights
from the Faculty/Staff Quality of Life
Survey conducted in the spring, in
addition to continued coverage of
MIT 2030 developments — such as
the establishment of the Provost’s
Task Force on Community Engagement in 2030 Planning — and graduate student housing difficulties.
The Tech recently covered faculty
involvement on MIT 2030 at http://
tech.mit.edu/V132/N39/mit2030.
html.
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Breakdown of thefts reported to MIT Campus Police from 2006 - 2009

This issue of the Faculty Newsletter included thoughts from Literature (Course 21L) Professor Ruth
Perry and Emeritus Professor of
Mechanical Engineering Woodie C.
Flowers PhD ’73 on the future of edX
and MITx, and the FNL Editorial
Subcommittee wrote that “edX will
be a continuing theme in the Faculty Newsletter over this next year.”
Flowers previously wrote about
MITx in the January/February 2012
FNL, where he took a critical stance
on the direction and motivation of
MITx. MITx, wrote Flowers, should
not make a mistake like the OpenCourseWare (OCW) initiative —
which he described as “a large da-

tabase developing digital rot and
becoming increasingly irrelevant.”
Flowers emphasized then that
MIT’s resources should be put towards developing better “training
tools” for education.
Flowers wrote again in the September/October FNL regarding his
edX concerns, calling it “a product without a strategy” and warning against just copying existing
strategies.
“EdX should not be a me-too
copy of Coursera and/or Udacity,”
wrote Flowers. “They were first and
had momentum before we started.”
Flowers believes MOOCs (Mas-

In Short

MongoDB courses to be offered via edX

Joseph Maurer—The Tech

Four-tenths of a second after launch, this
two-liter bottle rocket ascends above Briggs
Field during a Gordon Engineering Leadership
Program activity.

Have something
to say?
Join the tech!
The Tech is always
looking for new writers
to contribute!

Software company 10gen, developer of
the popular MongoDB database platform,
announced last week that it will be offering
two free online courses on MongoDB, using
the edX platform.
Academic classes from HarvardX, MITx,
and BerkeleyX are offered on the main edX
website. 10gen’s classes, although using the
edX platform, will be offered on 10gen’s website and not on the main edX website.EdX
officials have characterized the software as
an open platform that can be used by other
groups to offer courses of their own.
A primary mission of the venture is “to research how students learn and how technology can transform learning — both on-campus and worldwide,” according to the edX
website, and 10gen’s courses will be the first
major use of edX software (which itself uses
MongoDB databases, according to 10gen’s
website) in an area other than academia.
The two 10gen classes — one targeted
toward software developers and one toward
database administrators — will be taught by
10gen employees with experience using and

Freshman arrogance
What really is the point of being a
student at MIT? opinion, p. 4

Cambridge to Cambridge
MIT is in the eye of the beholder: here, a
CME student. Campus Life, p. 11

FNL, Page 7

teaching MongoDB, according to 10gen’s
website.
10gen bills MongoDB as a “NoSQL” database: instead of a traditional “relational”
database (such as the popular Oracle and
MySQL database platforms), MongoDB
stores “JSON-like documents,” which each
resemble tables or rows in a relational database. They claim that this layout “simplifies
coding significantly, and also improves performance by grouping relevant data together
internally.” MongoDB is used to run the websites of companies such as Disney, Cisco,
Craigslist, and MTV.
According to Ars Technica, 10gen previously offered on-site MongoDB courses for a
price of around $1,500 per course. The new
edX-based courses (which are free) have
already enrolled 4,000 students combined,
roughly four times the enrollment of last
year’s on-site courses.
EdX was developed as a joint venture between Harvard University and MIT; the University of California, Berkeley joined in July.

—Jake H. Gunter

Add date is this Friday! Better add that HASS-D. Find
the form online at http://web.
mit.edu/registrar/forms/reg/
AddDropChange.pdf.
The Presidential Transition
Advisory Cabinet wants to
know what matters to you
about community at MIT!
Attend the first forum this
Thursday, Oct. 4, 7–9 p.m. in
W20-401. There will be another one next Wednesday at
5 p.m. in 32-144.
Junot Diaz, professor in
the program in writing and
humanistic studies, just received a $500K MacArthur
genius grant. He will receive
the prize money over the
next five years.
Send news information and
tips to news@tech.mit.edu.
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By Vince Agard

STAFF METEorologist

This week’s weather will
alternate between pleasant
and rainy as a series of disturbances sweeps across the
region. Tuesday will be on
the pleasant end of the spectrum, with partial sunshine
and light winds accompanying comfortable temperatures
in the mid 70s (°F). However,
the possibility of rain showers
will arrive on Wednesday and

Thursday as we experience
the remnants of a system that
brought heavy rains to the
Gulf Coast over the weekend.
Friday and Saturday will
see the weather tip back into
the pleasant regime, with increased sunshine and temperatures again in the mid
70s. Unfortunately, showers
are expected to return on
Saturday night or Sunday in
association with a cold front
passing through from the
west.

Extended Forecast
Today: Partly cloudy, high 76°F (24°C). Winds SW at 5-10
mph.
Tonight: Mostly cloudy, low 63°F (17°C). Winds SW at 3-5
mph.
Tomorrow: Mostly cloudy with a chance of showers, especially at night. High 73°F (24°C). Winds SW at 5-10 mph
becoming E.
Thursday: A chance of morning rain, then partly sunny.
Highs in the mid 70s °F (24°C).
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dangerous.”
The Republican campaign also
hopes to seize on concerns about
the nation’s growing debt amid
polling results that suggest Romney retains a sizable edge over the
president regarding who will rein
in spending in Washington.
Romney’s campaign officials
say they are simply broadening
their message that the past four
years have been so disappointing that the nation needs a new
direction.
“Our message is very clear,
which is we cannot afford four
more years like the last four years,
and we need a real recovery,” Ed
Gillespie, a senior adviser to Romney, said after briefing reporters
Monday morning. “Whether it’s
job creation, health care, energy
or debt, the message is we cannot
afford four more years like the last
four years. We know this resonates
with voters.”
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From the very start, Mitt Romney’s campaign was premised
on the belief that the economy’s
struggles would make President
Barack Obama politically vulnerable. Grim economic statistics,
the assumption went, would make
Romney’s argument for him.
There is little evidence that
strategy is working, at least not
to the degree that Romney had
hoped. Polls show voters growing somewhat more optimistic —
and increasingly willing to trust
the president as much as they do
Romney on jobs and the economy.
With the race now in the home
stretch and the debates starting
Wednesday, Romney’s campaign
appears to be shifting course,
abandoning its hope of making the
election a referendum on Obama’s

11
5

Weather will alternate
between rain and sun

jobs record.
Instead, Romney intends to hit
the White House with a series of
arguments — on energy, health
care, taxes, spending and a more
direct attack on Obama’s foreign
policy record — in an effort to
draw sharper distinctions between
the candidates and to give voters a
choice about who can best change
Washington.
In an effort to move beyond the
economic argument, Romney accused Obama on Monday of major
foreign policy failures in a column
published in The Wall Street Journal. Romney said the president
had allowed the nation’s influence
to atrophy by “stepping away”
from America’s allies.
“Amid this upheaval, our country seems to be at the mercy of
events rather than shaping them,”
Romney wrote. “We’re not moving
them in a direction that protects
our people or our allies. And that’s

The New York Times
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By Michael D. Shear
and Ashley Parker
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Iran’s already fragile currency, the rial, has fallen about 40
percent in value over the past week, battered by a combination of the potent Western sanctions over the disputed Iranian nuclear program and new anxieties among Iranians about
their government’s economic stewardship, analysts said.
While the value of the rial has eroded for the past few
years as Iran’s economic isolation has deepened, the severity
of the drop worsened with surprising speed in recent days as
Iranians rushed to sell rials for dollars. By the end of the day
Monday it cost about 34,800 rials to buy $1 in Tehran. The
rate had been 24,600 rials as of last Monday.
“It’s sort of in a full-blown stampede mode today,” said
Cliff Kupchan, a Washington-based analyst at the Eurasia
Group, a political risk consulting firm. “There’s very little
confidence among many Iranians in the government’s ability
to adroitly manage economic policy.”
—Rick Gladstone, The New York Times

25 percent below its peak before the
crisis struck. The budget says unemployment is expected to rise to 24.7
percent from 23.5 percent this year.
But the blueprint also predicts
that the country will post a primary
surplus of 1.1 percent of gross domestic product next year after consecutive deficits since 2002.
Deputy Finance Minister Christos Staikouras, of New Democracy,
said Monday that the government
would be in a position to pay off
debts to third parties, estimated at
some $9 billion, using money from
rescue loans for 2012 and 2013. That
would be a significant development
because many private businesses are
on the brink of bankruptcy as a result
of the state being unable to pay them.
Earlier in the day, Finance Minister Yannis Stournaras resumed
talks with visiting troika officials on
a broader package of $17.4 billion in
austerity measures that Greece must
put in place in exchange for a $40.6
billion rescue loan. Stournaras said
the troika had asked for clarifications
on the measures proposed by the
government. “They asked for details,
and we’re providing them,” he said.

Romney broadens attacks against
Obama beyond the economy

12

Currency in Iran falls,
a new sign of distress

ATHENS, Greece — Greece’s
government submitted its 2013 draft
budget Monday, outlining enormous
spending cuts as the country’s foreign lenders returned to resume talks
over a broader austerity package in
exchange for the rescue money the
country needs to meet expenses.
The draft budget spells out about
$10 billion in spending cuts and savings for 2013. About one-quarter of
that would come through reductions in civil servants’ salaries and
social welfare benefits, and about 15
percent through cuts in spending on
health, defense and local authorities,
the government said. It also stipulates raising the retirement age to 67
from 65, but that is not expected to
alter the bottom line in 2013.
The draft budget is expected to be
revised significantly because it must
be approved by the country’s troika
of foreign lenders — the European
Commission, the European Central
Bank and the International Monetary Fund — before it can be submit-

5°

KABUL, Afghanistan — A suicide bomber who walked into
the crowded center of Khost in eastern Afghanistan on Monday morning, as foreign and Afghan soldiers conducted a joint
foot patrol, killed three international service members and 16
Afghan police officers and civilians, witnesses and hospital officials said.
A spokesman for the U.S.-led coalition forces here said that
three international service members and a civilian translator
died in a blast in Eastern Afghanistan, but he did not specify the
location, in accordance with military rules barring the release
of information about deaths until the next of kin are informed.
The Taliban claimed responsibility for the attack.
“A foreign and Afghan force joint convoy was targeted this
morning around 9 a.m. in the vicinity of the Khost Governor’s
Office, while the soldiers were dismounted in the area,” the
Taliban said in a statement to the media. “The attack was carried out with a suicide vest worn by one of our hero mujahid,
named Shoiab Kunduzi.”
—Alissa J. Rubin and Farooq Jan Mangal,
The New York Times

ted for a parliamentary vote.
The troika is insisting on further
cuts in the public sector — including
laying off public servants, a political
third rail in Greece and other European countries — while the coalition
government has been pushing back.
The coalition, which consists of the
conservative New Democracy, the
Socialists and the smaller Democratic Left party, is asking Greece’s
lenders for more time, saying such
cuts are not politically or socially sustainable in the face of growing social
unrest.
Labor unions said Monday that
they would plan new protests as a
follow-up to a 24-hour general strike
Wednesday, while the leftist Syriza
opposition party said that overturning the conservative-led coalition
government had become “a battle of
life or death for society.”
The negotiations are taking place
against a backdrop of unrelenting
depression-level conditions in the
Greek economy, which the draft
budget predicted would contract
by 6.5 percent this year and by 3.8
percent in 2013 — far more than the
troika’s earlier estimates and about

The New York Times
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Suicide bomber attacks joint
patrol in eastern Afghanistan

By Rachel Donadio
and Niki Kitsantonis
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LOS ANGELES — Facing a deadline of midnight Sunday to
take action on bills the California Legislature passed this session,
Gov. Jerry Brown signed dozens of them over the weekend on issues ranging from health care to corporate taxation, while vetoing
dozens more.
The most explosive bills on Brown’s desk concerned immigration. He signed legislation that would allow young illegal immigrants who qualify for the new federal work-permit program to
obtain driver’s licenses. Gil Cedillo, the Democratic state assemblyman who sponsored the bill to give driver’s licenses to some illegal immigrants, said it would dramatically improve life not only
for up to 500,000 eligible young people, but also for their families.
“We have to do at the state level all that we can to assimilate
immigrants into the mainstream, in the absence of action and
leadership out of Congress,” Cedillo said. “That’s our duty. That’s
the American project. We are a nation of immigrants.”
Brown vetoed several other bills that had been pushed by immigrant rights advocates, including one that would have prohibited law enforcement officers from detaining illegal immigrants
for deportation unless they had been charged with a serious or
violent crime. In addition to the Trust Act, as it was called, he
vetoed bills that would have offered greater protections to farm
workers and domestic workers.
—Ian Lovett, The New York Times

Greek government proposes
deep cuts to foreign lenders
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By Anne Barnard
The New York Times

BEIRUT — Chaos continued to
spread in Syria’s largest city, Aleppo, on Monday, as rebels attacked
the towering municipality building
with rockets, sending civil servants
fleeing from one of the few government buildings still functioning as
dozens of soldiers defended the city
center.
“We don’t want to hurt the employees, but we want them not to
come to work or they will be killed,”
Sa’id Abu Abdo, 25, an armed insurgent, told a reporter in Aleppo after
the attack. “We will liberate each
building in the city.”
In a city that was once considered a bastion of support for President Bashar Assad, and for a time
was spared armed conflict, two
months of pitched battles have taken a heavy toll, disrupting the city
and threatening to open new rifts
among ethnic groups that have long
coexisted there.
For a reporter who last visited
the city six weeks ago, the contrast
Monday was striking. Municipal

services have collapsed in many
areas, and Christian, Kurdish and
wealthy Sunni Muslim neighborhoods that had felt secure when
fighting began are seeing clashes
once limited to the poorer Sunni areas. In one Aleppo neighborhood,
corpses lay uncollected, gnawed by
cats and dogs, and piles of garbage
attracted clouds of black flies.
Most of the city’s malls and
many health centers in anti-government neighborhoods were closed.
Even police stations appeared
abandoned; the force draws mostly
from rural and working-class areas
where support for the uprising is
strong. Some residents reported
that their neighborhoods had been
without drinking water or electricity for weeks.
Some Christians, historically a
vital part of Aleppo’s bustling ethnic
mix, have taken up arms to guard
their neighborhoods and churches.
Many of Syria’s minority communities have either sided with Assad,
fearing his fall will leave them vulnerable to the Sunni-led opposition, or stayed out of the conflict because they did not trust either side.

One man patrolling his largely
Christian neighborhood with a
Kalashnikov said the government
was arming Armenian Christians in
what he called an attempt to draw
them into the conflict.
“Today it is clear for us that the
Muslims from the countryside want
to destroy our city,” he said, “They
have nothing to lose.”
He identified himself as Gano,
an Armenian member of what he
called a popular committee recently organized to defend the neighborhood, Aziziyah, which was sheltering refugees from other Christian
neighborhoods where fighting had
broken out.
But he said he mistrusted the
government, which he said was
trying to revive an armed Armenian group it had once supported
against Turkey.
“No way, because we will be a
legitimate target for the Muslim
rebels,” he said. “The regime wants
to use us.”
He added, “We want to live in
peace or leave. We are a minority
in this country and cannot face the
Muslim majority.”

US advises states to expand
Medicaid or risk losing funds
By Robert Pear
The New York Times

WASHINGTON — The Obama
administration is putting pressure on states to expand Medicaid,
telling them they may lose federal
money if they delay.
But at the same time, federal
health officials have also told
states that if they choose to expand
Medicaid, they are free to reverse
the decision at any time.
The officials have set forth their
position in letters to state officials
— the first definitive guidance
since the Supreme Court ruled in
June that the expansion of Medicaid was an option, not a requirement, for states.
The expansion of Medicaid is
a major part of President Barack
Obama’s health care law, originally expected to account for half
of the 32 million people who were
to gain coverage. Congress required states to expand Medicaid
to cover people under the age of 65

with income less than or equal to
133 percent of the federal poverty
level (up to $25,390 for a family of
three).
Chief Justice John G. Roberts
Jr. said Congress had put “a gun
to the head” of states by requiring
them to expand Medicaid or risk
losing all federal money for their
existing Medicaid programs.
“States,” he said, “must have a
genuine choice.”
Citing that decision, Cindy
Mann, the federal official in
charge of Medicaid, said, “A state
may choose whether and when to
expand, and if a state covers the
expansion group, it may decide
later to drop the coverage.”
Since the creation of Medicaid
in 1965, the federal government
and the states have shared the
costs. The federal share now averages 57 percent.
Mann said that while “there is
no deadline” for expanding Medicaid, states would pay a price for
delay.

Under the new law, she said,
the federal government will pay
the entire cost of Medicaid coverage for newly eligible beneficiaries
for three years, from 2014 to 2016.
The federal share will decline to 95
percent in 2017, 94 percent in 2018,
93 percent in 2019 and 90 percent
in 2020 and later years.
The federal payment rates “are
tied by law to the specific calendar
years noted,” Mann said. So if a
state defers the expansion of Medicaid to 2016, the federal government will pay 100 percent of the
costs for only one year. After 2016,
the federal share will drop to the
levels specified by Congress, and
states will be responsible for the
remainder.
“I am hopeful that state leaders will take advantage of the opportunity provided to insure their
poorest families with these unusually generous federal resources,”
said Mann, a deputy administrator
of the Centers for Medicare and
Medicaid Services.

Chinese Communist Party still
unsettled over charges
By Edward Wong
and Jonathan Ansfield
The New York Times

BEIJING — With only six weeks
to go before the formal unveiling of
a new set of leaders for China, Communist Party elders and senior officials are still working to finalize decisions on who will ascend to the top
ruling bodies and what policy direction they will adopt for the new team,
political insiders and analysts say.
After nearly a year in which planning for the succession has been
upset by an extraordinary string of
scandals, the leaders and elders have
finally agreed on Nov. 8 as the date
to begin the 18th Party Congress, the
climax of just the second peaceful
transfer of power in China’s Communist era. Much of the back-and-forth
over the succession, which officials
have attempted to keep secret, has
involved horse-trading over leadership positions between a faction led
by President Hu Jintao and one loyal

to his predecessor, Jiang Zemin.
In recent negotiations, Jiang and
his allies, who include Xi Jinping,
the designated heir to Hu, appear
to have had the upper hand, several
political insiders said. Jiang’s attendance at a concert in central Beijing
on Sept. 22 was interpreted by some
as a signal to the public that he was
still a force, and perhaps triumphant,
in the game of politics.
One blow to Hu this summer was
the quiet unfolding of a scandal involving a powerful politician, Ling
Jihua, who is Hu’s fixer. Now another
stress point is becoming evident: Hu
appears on the defensive over his
legacy because of growing criticism
that policies enacted during his decade-long tenure were responsible
for the excessive growth of the security forces and stalled an overhaul of
the Chinese economy that was needed to maintain its dynamism.
“Right now, I think Hu feels very
worried because a lot of people both
inside and outside the party have

been criticizing him,” said a party intellectual with ties to the leadership.
“Some say he’s the worst leader China has had since 1949. Conflicts in
society have intensified; monopolistic and anti-market tendencies in the
economy seem to have intensified;
and there’s been no real progress on
reform.”
Plans for the political agenda
and some slots in the new leadership have been tightly contested and
closely held. Several people with ties
to top leaders who said they would
usually be aware of details for the
party congress well in advance said
they did not even know the event’s
starting date until shortly before it
was announced.
In recent weeks, a territorial dispute with Japan and sobering economic statistics that point to a worrisome slowdown have added stress to
the political negotiations. But a much
greater factor behind the uncertainty
and delay, insiders say, has been the
fallout from the various scandals.

Eurozone unemployment was at
record 11.4 percent in August
PARIS — Unemployment in the eurozone hovered at a record 11.4
percent in August, according to data released Monday, underscoring
the pain inflicted by the slowing world economy and the financial
problems plaguing many of the countries that share the euro.
Unemployment in the 17 nations that use the euro was at 11.4
percent in August, according to Eurostat, the statistical agency of the
European Union.
The agency also revised the figures for June and July to 11.4 percent, up from the previously reported 11.3 percent, which was a record level for the region since the introduction of the euro in 1999.
The jobless numbers, which compare with the August rate of 8.1
percent in the United States, suggest that Europe’s recession is deepening, despite the continued efforts of policymakers and finance
ministers to cure the region’s malaise.
Unemployment in Greece and Spain, currently the eurozone’s
most economically troubled members, reached euro-era highs.
—David Jolly and Raphael Minder, The New York Times

US sends aircraft to Okinawa
despite fierce opposition
The U.S. military sent the first batch of a sophisticated but accident-plagued new aircraft to an air base on Okinawa on Monday, going forward with its planned deployment despite unexpectedly fierce
opposition by islanders and warnings that any crash could threaten
the huge U.S. military presence on the island.
The first six of the MV-22 Osprey aircraft arrived at Marine Corps
Air Station Futenma from another base on mainland Japan where
they had undergone test flights, the Japanese Defense Ministry said.
The United States is counting on the deployment to serve as part
of the Obama administration’s plan to increase the U.S. military presence in the Asia-Pacific region and offset the growing strength of
China and a nuclear-armed North Korea.
The Osprey — whose tilting rotors allow it to take off like a helicopter but fly like a fixed-wing aircraft — flies four times as far as the
Vietnam-era helicopters it is replacing, putting the more than 15,000
Marines on Okinawa within reach of potential hot spots like Taiwan
and a group of disputed islands in the East China Sea known as the
Senkaku in Japan and the Diaoyu in China.
The Japanese government has backed the deployment, apparently at least partly out of hopes that it will help deter China’s recently
assertive claims to those islands, which Japan controls.
—Martin Fackler, The New York Times

Video appears to show US
journalist held in Syria
TRIPOLI, Libya — A website that supports the Syrian government
publicized a video clip Monday that showed Austin Tice, a U.S. freelance journalist, to be alive but held hostage by what appeared to be
Islamist militants. It was the first glimpse of Tice since Aug. 13.
Questions about the origin of the undated clip and the anomalies
in it raised doubts about its authenticity, but colleagues and relatives
confirmed that a masked figure with long hair and a scruffy beard
appeared to be Tice, 31, a former Marine whose work has been published in McClatchy Co. newspapers, The Washington Post and other
news outlets.
The 47-second video, with the headline “Austin Tice Still Alive,”
shows frightening scenes of masked gunmen jerking Tice along a
trail through low hills. One captor holds what looks to be a rocketpropelled grenade launcher.
Tice kneels and the men force him to repeat in clumsy Arabic the
prayer that Muslims traditionally recite before dying. Tice then says
in English, “Oh, Jesus. Oh, Jesus,” sounding breathless and frightened.
Then he lowers his head, and the video ends with him, unhurt, resting his head on the arm of a captor.
Several analysts said that the video appeared to be staged and that
it lacked the customary form and polish of jihadist videos. The men
hid their faces, and no group was identified claiming responsibility
for Tice’s capture or the video, which was posted on YouTube by an
unknown user instead of over a jihadist website, as militant groups
prefer.
—David D. Kirkpatrick, The New York Times

Google leapfrogs Microsoft
in market value
SEATTLE — For Microsoft, it was bad enough when Apple’s stock
market value surpassed its own in 2010. Now Google, a company that
didn’t even exist 15 years ago, just did the same thing.
On Monday, a slight bump in Google’s share price and a drop in
Microsoft’s gave Google a market capitalization of $249.19 billion,
just ahead of Microsoft’s $247.44 billion. Google’s market value also
edged past that of Wal-Mart Stores, making it the third most valuable U.S. company behind Apple and Exxon Mobil. Market value is
determined by multiplying a company’s stock price by the number of
shares it has outstanding.
It was one more sign that the technology industry has entered
what some call a post-PC era. Investors are becoming more bullish
on the growth opportunities ahead for Google, a company whose
fortunes are predicated on the Internet and, increasingly, on mobile
devices and services.
Microsoft, meanwhile, has not been able to shake the view that its
software business is still largely beholden, in one way or another, to
the PC, a technology that is now looking stale next to younger, fastergrowing devices like the smartphone and tablet. Microsoft’s software
business, though still highly profitable, is not growing the way it once
was.
Microsoft once had one of the technology industry’s highest-flying stocks, but its shares have stagnated over the past decade after
many big investments by the company, especially in the consumer
market, failed to pay off. Its Bing search engine is a big money-loser
and a distant second in the market behind Google. Its mobile software business has been marginalized by Apple and Google with their
iPhone and Android products.
—Nick Wingfield and Claire Cain Miller, The New York Times
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There’s more to MIT than earning your degree
By Feras Saad
Playing pingpong reveals a lot about the
players at the table. I was involved in an intense game with a group of freshmen when
we lost track of whose turn it was to serve.
After some arithmetic to clear up the confusion, one freshman declared, “I am a math
major,” with a haughty smirk sprawled across
his face.
I was quite puzzled as to why this person
would use simple addition to brag about his
aptitude in mathematics. Too many times
on campus I have heard fellow students say,
“We are MIT students,” followed by some absurdly arrogant statement about their supernatural intelligence or abilities. I’ve noticed
airs of superiority hidden in subtle comments from many freshmen — it seems to be
a recurring pattern.
In reality, being admitted as an undergraduate at MIT, or at any other top school
for that matter, by itself does not mean
much. The admittance surely indicates stellar grades, glowing recommendations, extracurricular activities, and insightful essays.
But such features are offered by thousands of
other applicants in the pool.
What it really means is that you are extremely lucky to be here. In its rejection letters and on online blogs, the admissions office indicates that it could have filled several

equally talented classes with its applicant
pool, but did not simply because of the lack
of space.
Either the admissions office is lying to
rejected applicants, which is unlikely, or admitted students are here in a large part due
to a stroke of luck. The fine line between “in”
and “out” ends up depending on factors nobody really understands.

Either the admissions
office is lying to rejected
applicants, which is
unlikely, or admitted
students are here in
a large part due to a
stroke of luck.
The point is not to downplay the merits
of our undergraduates, but rather to highlight what genuinely does matter: how MIT
students make use of the remarkable facilities at their disposal. It is not the academic
material, but the distinct undergraduate
programs that set this school apart from its
rival institutions.
Maybe what older students recognize is
that taking four classes a semester and get-

ting A’s in everything is not much to brag
about, but taking the initiative to research
with professors or intern in industry certainly is.
There is a wilderness of opportunities to
explore beyond the realm of the classroom,
but it is this constant obsession with grades
and coursework that leaves many students
blind to their surroundings and simply
content with the fact that “they are here.” A
significant proportion of students never venture beyond their comfort zone out of fear of
compromising their academic performance.
The freshman mindset should be that
leaving with a mere diploma is not the goal,
but rather the bare minimum. One can take
four classes a semester and cruise through
an MIT degree by junior year. But those who
embrace risk and adventure are the ones
who will ultimately shine outside the bubble
of our little school.
It may just be that studying here for a
while is in itself a humbling experience. I
have met the most outstanding and impressive people at this school, and what is most
surprising is that it is these very people who
are least aware of their sheer brilliance.
While being a student at MIT may not
say much alone, taking advantage of the remarkable opportunities this university has
to offer is what ultimately makes a world of
difference.
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Corrections
An article on Friday, Sept. 21 about faculty involvement
with the MIT 2030 plan incorrectly stated that one of two new
MIT building projects is an expansion of the Central Utilities

OPINION POLICY
Editorials are the official opinion of The Tech. They are
written by the Editorial Board, which consists of Chairman
Aislyn Schalck, Editor in Chief Jessica J. Pourian, Managing
Editor Connor Kirschbaum, Executive Editor Ethan A.
Solomon, and Opinion Editor Andy Liang.
Dissents are the signed opinions of editorial board
members choosing to publish their disagreement with the
editorial.
Letters to the editor, columns, and editorial cartoons
are written by individuals and represent the opinion of the
author, not necessarily that of the newspaper. Electronic
submissions are encouraged and should be sent to letters@
tech.mit.edu. Hard copy submissions should be addressed
to The Tech, P.O. Box 397029, Cambridge, Mass. 02139-7029,
or sent by interdepartmental mail to Room W20-483. All
submissions are due by 4:30 p.m. two days before the date of
publication.
Letters, columns, and cartoons must bear the authors’
signatures, addresses, and phone numbers. Unsigned letters

Plant, replacing Building 41. That project is instead an Energy/Environment building at the corner of Mass. Ave. and
Vassar St., adjacent to Building 41. Its infrastructure needs
(along with other campus development) may lead to a future
replacement of building 41 with an extension of the Central
Utilities Plant.

will not be accepted. The Tech reserves the right to edit or
condense letters; shorter letters will be given higher priority.
Once submitted, all letters become property of The Tech, and
will not be returned. Letters, columns, and cartoons may also
be posted on The Tech’s Web site and/or printed or published
in any other format or medium now known or later that
becomes known. The Tech makes no commitment to publish
all the letters received.
Guest columns are opinion articles submitted by members
of the MIT or local community.
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The Tech’s telephone number is (617) 253-1541. E-mail is the
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whom to contact, send mail to general@tech.mit.edu, and it
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editor in chief by e-mailing eic@tech.mit.edu. Please send
press releases, requests for coverage, and information about
errors that call for correction to news@tech.mit.edu. Letters
to the editor should be sent to letters@tech.mit.edu. The Tech
can be found on the World Wide Web at http://tech.mit.edu.
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Sudoku

Techdoku

Solution, page 8

Solution, page 9
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4 1
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9
9 5
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30×

7 1 6
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120×

8 9 7
4
7 5 6
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48×

16+

18×

16+

4

12×

7 2

Instructions: Fill in the grid so that each column, row, and 3 by 3 grid contains
exactly one of each of the digits 1 through 9.

Instructions: Fill in the grid so that each column and row contains exactly one of
each of the numbers 1–6. Follow the mathematical operations for each box.

Sudoku II

[2749]

Solution, page 8
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Instructions: Fill in the grid so that each column, row, and 3 by 3 grid contains
exactly one of each of the digits 1 through 9.

It took about ten minutes to figure out
that the English major was threatening me.

Covert Agenda by Gail Grabowski
Solution, page 9

ACROSS
1 Army beds
5 Chicago or Miami
9 Big pigs
13 Place to play tennis
14 Garfield dog
15 Skeptical comment
16 Make changes to
17 Rural water source
18 Fully cooked
19 Social event with
costumes
21 Not shallow
22 Be a suitor
23 Feeling angry
25 Glass in eyeglasses
29 Drain cleaner chemical
31 Longed for
35 Lip-balm additive
36 Therefore
38 Self-esteem
39 Bungle
41 Mural or sculpture
42 Carved pole
43 Musical drama

44 Car horn sound
46 Words of dismay
47 Deal in secondhand goods
49 Health resort
50 Sloppy condition
51 Frog relative
53 NHL tiebreaker periods
55 Stylish
58 Self-employed detective
64 Nada
65 Sit for a portrait
66 Born earlier
67 Dry as a desert
68 “. . . happily __ after”
69 Pioneer’s transportation
70 Valentine flower
71 Near-failing grades
72 Big bunch
DOWN
1 Coke or Pepsi
2 Baseball scoreboard data
3 Difficult journey
4 Scatter about
5 Wild West headgear

5

6 Notion
7 Cash drawers
8 Canary’s color
9 It may be behind a
bookcase
10 Woodwind instrument
11 Unit of heredity
12 Staircase part
13 Engine part
20 Oaf
24 Fully attentive
25 Hard work
26 Run off to marry
27 Brief letters
28 Cryptographer’s creation
30 French coins
32 Church donation
33 Blissful settings
34 Floor models
37 Brief visits
40 Angel’s topper
45 “Toodle-oo!”
48 Drank like a cat
52 Steered a vehicle
54 Loads, as cargo

55 Industry mogul
56 Man of the hour
57 Part of the eye
59 “That’s clear to me”

60 Israeli airline
61 Outer boundary
62 Comics cry of pain
63 Suffix for north or south
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Faculty, staff are satisfied despite major workload
Results finally released from the spring 2012 Faculty and Staff Quality of Life Survey
FNL, from Page 1
sive Open Online Courses) are a
“fad,” and “right now, their purveyors are preoccupied by a race to
volume.” MOOCs are just a trimmed
substitute for a real course — direct human interaction is necessary in education, while MOOCs
are about “telepresence.” In light of
these concerns, Flowers urges edX
to think about the end game of online education and evaluating how
MOOCs could be designed to “help
MIT improve our own educational
productivity.”
Focusing more specifically on
how and whether teaching the humanities could be appropriately
executed through online platforms,
Perry wrote that online education “sometimes feels like a solution for which we are being asked

to develop a problem.” Teaching
of humanities, in its current state,
“resists standardization,” since it
requires knowing students as individual intellectuals with unique
backgrounds and tailoring the education accordingly. Communal discussions are imperative, and online
groups are “not as fully participatory as face-to-face exchanges in
real time.”

Flower urges edX
to think about how
it could improve
MIT’s educational
productivity.
It’s more difficult to “translate humanistic thought to online
modules,” wrote Perry, adding that

some wonder “whether the originators of these X initiatives even
thought about even thought about
liberal education in the humanities at all, or if it was added as an
afterthought.”
She also cited the allocation of
teaching and mentoring resources
as a huge potential concern for
teaching the humanities online.
While edX courses are currently all in science and engineering,
other MOOCs have begun to offer courses from other disciplines
(Coursera, for example, offers 31
courses in the Humanities and Social Sciences category).

Highlights of the Faculty/
Staff Quality of Life Survey
The FNL also featured results
from the spring 2012 Faculty/Staff
Quality of Life Survey, which was

last conducted in 2008. Over 90
percent of respondents indicated
they were somewhat or very satisfied with being an employee of MIT,
with respondents across all schools
showing higher satisfaction than in
2008.

Over 60 percent of
faculty indicated
their workload was
too heavy or much
too heavy.
Regarding workload, faculty reported an average of 63 work hours
per week (average across all faculty
and staff being 49 hours per week).
Over 60 percent of faculty indicated their workload was too heavy
or much too heavy; for all other

groups, this figure was below 40
percent. Similarly, over 50 percent
of faculty reported feeling often or
very often overwhelmed in the last
year, while over 60 percent of all
other groups reported being only
occasionally overwhelmed or never
overwhelmed.
Outside of work, most groups
surveyed reported higher satisfaction with their life outside of MIT
than with being an MIT employee,
except for faculty and postdoctoral
researchers who reported lower
outside-MIT life satisfaction.
Chancellor Eric Grimson PhD
’80 has “asked staff to see if they
could put together that kind of survey for the students, both undergraduate and graduate, with the
expectation that we would probably
administer it in the spring,” given
that there is time for a survey.

MITEI PRESIDENTIAL ENERGY DEBATE
Friday, October 5, 2012

7:30pm

Kresge Auditorium, W16

6:30 – 7:30pm pre-debate reception

JOSEPH ALDY

OREN CASS

for President Obama

for Governor Romney

Sponsored by the MIT Energy Initiative and the MIT Energy Club

web.mit.edu/mitei

This is a paid advertisement

Are you a font fiend? Do you like making presentations shine?

E-mail join@tech.mit.edu

We’re looking for people to help us design infographics to highlight writers’ content!
The Production Department of The Tech might be just the place for you!
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Police Log
The following incidents were
reported by the Campus Police
between Sept. 13, 2012 and Sept.
25, 2012. The dates below reflect
the dates the incidents occurred.
This information is compiled from
the Campus Police’s crime log. The
report does not include alarms,
general service calls, or incidents
not reported to the dispatcher.
Sept. 25 Bldg. E52 (50 Memorial
Dr.) 4:00 p.m. Person left
his wallet and cell phone
in men’s room at the faculty club and when he
realized it he went back
and they were gone.
Sept. 24 Bldg. 46 (46 Vassar St.)
3:00 p.m. Larceny of
bicycle.
Sept. 25 Bldg. 77 (77 Mass. Ave.)
1:35 p.m. RP states bike
was stolen from 77 Mass.
Ave. Bike Rack.
Sept. 24 Bldg. 46 (46 Vassar St.)
11:15 a.m. Larceny of
bicycle.
Sept. 24 Killian Court 11:00 a.m.
RP states Bike was stolen
from Memorial Drive at
Killian Court.

Sept. 24 Off Campus 10:45 a.m.
Party states he sent
iPhone to an Ebay contact — wrong address.
Sept. 24 Bldg. 68 (31 Ames St.)
8:54 a.m. Malicious
damage to class room.
Sept. 24 Bldg. 38 (50 Vassar St.)
6:08 a.m. Report of suspicious person in area
who fled area.
Sept. 23 Bldg. W20 (84 Mass
Ave.) 12:00 p.m. Party
states wallet was stolen.
Sept. 22 Bldg. 34 (50 Vassar St.)
12:28 a.m. Caller reports
larceny of three laptops
stolen left unattended.
Sector 3 dispatched.
Sept. 21 Bldg. E52 (50 Memorial Dr.) 5:00 p.m. Bike
stolen from the E52
bike rack. Officer takes
report.
Sept. 21 Main St. & Memorial
Dr.) 3:00 p.m. Caller
reports his bike having
been stolen from bike
racks on Memorial Dr.
of building while speaking with caller officer
found another bike
unsecured, bike taken
for safe keeping.
Sept. 21 Bldg. NW86 (70 Pacific
St.) 9:09 p.m. Reports
of a person refusing to
leave area. Units issued

trespass to individual.
Sept. 21 Bldg. E53 (30.) 2:30 p.m.
Wallet removed from
purse and suspect confronted by witness who
gave up the wallet.
Sept. 21 253 Commonwealth Ave
2:33 p.m. Laptops stolen
from unlocked area.
Report to follow.
Sept. 20 Bldg. 76 (476 Main St.)
9:30 a.m. Larceny of a
bike.
Sept. 19 Bldg. 1 (33 Mass Ave.)
2:31 p.m. Report laptop
stolen.
Sept. 18 (450 Beacon St.) 8:00
p.m. Reports damage to
his vehicle.
Sept. 18 Bldg. 14N (160 Memorial
Dr.) 2:13 p.m. Report of
an unwanted female in
the library. Subject issued a trespass warning.
Sept. 18 Bldg. 7 (77 Mass. Ave)
1:15 p.m. Larceny of
bicycle
Sept. 18 Bldg. E51 (70 Memorial
Dr.) 1:15 p.m. Larceny
of iPad left unattended.
Sept. 18 Bldg. 9 (105 Mass. Ave)
9:30 a.m. Larceny of
pocketbook
Sept. 17 Bldg. W7 (362 Memorial
Dr.) 9:00 p.m. RP states
his bike was stolen from
Bldg. 5 bike rack

Sept. 17 Bldg. 46 (46 Vassar St.)
1:40 p.m. Larceny of a
bicycle from Bldg. 46.
Report taken.
Sept. 16 Bldg. 50 (Walker Memorial) 11:58 p.m. Reports
individual attempting to steal Bicycle at
rear Walker Memorial.
Responding units spoke
with subject, identified as the owner of the
bicycle. Checks out OK.
Sept. 16 Bldg. W91 (570 Memorial Dr.) 4:48 p.m.
Person looking over
fence at children. Issued
trespass warning.
Sept. 16 Bldg. (290 Albany St.)
1:00 a.m. Intoxicated
person with no affiliation to MIT found lying
on street. Transported
for medical assistance.
Sept. 15 Bldg. W20 (84 Mass.
Ave) 6:13 p.m. Report
stolen phone from student while sleeping.
Sept. 15 (284 Vassar St.) 3:15 a.m.
MIT and Cambridge PD,
284 Vassar St. for a MV.
Accident car hit a pole,
no injuries.
Sept. 14 Bldg. 26 (60 Vassar St.)
9:36 p.m. Larceny of bicycle Bldg. 26 bike rack.

Sept. 14

Sept. 14

Sept. 14

Sept. 14

Sept. 13

Sept. 13

Sept. 13

Dispatched bike 5 to
Next House dorm W71
to meet RP for report.
Bldg. 54 (21 Ames St.)
11:00 p.m. Larceny of
bicycle Bldg. 54 bike
rack. Dispatched bike 3.
Bldg. W20 (84 Mass.
Ave) 6:25 a.m. Sector 4
off with female subject
at W20. Trespass warning issued, escorted off
property.
Bldg. 4 (182 Memorial
Dr.) 12:33 a.m. Students
on roof top of M4/10
Dome area.
Bldg. 3 (33 Mass. Ave)
12:12 a.m. Homeless
woman showering in
M3 restroom. Trespass
warning issued.
CP (32 Hereford St.)
11:16 p.m. Noise complaint, officers respond
and problem resolved.
Bldg. W20 (84 Mass
Ave.) 5:19 p.m. Check
on suspicious individual. Trespass warning
issued.
PSK (487 Commonwealth Ave) 1:30 a.m.
Noise complaint,
officers respond and
problem resolves.
Compiled by Jessica j. pourian
and Kezi Cheng

Royal Bengal
Boston’s only authentic Bengali Cuisine restaurant

Open Daily Except Monday
11:30 am – 11:30 pm
Lunch Buffet $7.95
Reasonably Priced Dinners

313 Mass. Ave., Cambridge
(617) 491-1988
T: Red Line, Bus #1 – Central Square

10% Discount on $15
(or more) order with MIT ID.

Free delivery for orders over $10.
Take-out, platters, and catering available.
http://www.royalbengalrestaurant.com/

SPERM DONORS
Earn up to
per month
Invest minimal time
Make a real difference in the lives of families
Receive free health and genetic screenings

Wenliang Li

The MIT Lecture Series Committee presented Pitch Perfect, with performances by The Chorallaries
(pictured here), The Muses, and Syncopasian in Room 26-100 on Wednesday, Sept. 26.

APPLY ONLINE:

SPERMBANK.com
- convenient Cambridge location
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Learn the basics of bond math, how fixed income markets work
and the art and science of a client-focused trading business.
With our hands-on Sales and Trading Training Program, you’ll
learn the ins and outs of the world of finance—and discover the
career that’s right for you.
Join us for more information.
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7:00pm–9:00pm
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Be a different kind of ENGineer
Be an

E lectronic
News
Gatherer

The Tech is looking for enthusiastic students
to join our new video team.
We’re looking for:
• Video editors
• Broadcast reporters
• Videographers

No experience necessary.

Email join@tech.mit.edu

Think you’re funny?
Prove it!
Apply for a grant from the de Florez Fund for Humor.
MIT Students, staff, and faculty may all apply. Each
year, the fund supports projects that bring more
humor to campus.

Learn more — and apply
by October 12, 2012
shass.mit.edu/funny
SCHOOL OF HUMANITIES, ARTS & SOCIAL SCIENCES
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MIT-Singapore Info. Session:

food provided!

Tues. Oct. 2nd 6 pm - E40-496

Crime stats report
Disclosures due to 1990 Clery Act
Crime statistics, from Page 1

mous reports of sexual assaults,
which are treated with confidentiality to the full extent of the law,
according to the Security and Fire
Safety Report. While MIT’s Report
does not distinguish confidential
reports in its statistics, Harvard’s
does. All 12 rape reports in 2011 at
Harvard were listed as confidential
reports, which comprise the large
majority of rape reports each year

mit.edu/misti/singapore.html
misti-singapore@mit.edu

get on the front page

at Harvard.
In 2010, The Daily Beast ranked
the safety of residential colleges
nationwide with at least 6000 students, and found a poor showing
from Boston-area schools. MIT
came in 13th for most unsafe. Harvard took second place, just behind
Tufts University in first.
Colleges and universities are
required to disclose campus crime
statistics under the Clery Act,
passed in 1990.

Get your
flu shot...
before the flu gets you!

Walk-in clinic:
Adults & MIT Students

Thursday, Oct. 11, 2012
MIT Student Center, 3rd floor
10 a.m.– 4 p.m.
For MIT students, MIT Medical
patients, all MIT employees, retirees
No appointment necessary. Bring your MIT ID card & insurance card.

join@tech.mit.edu

mit.edu/fluinfo
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Generalist Americans, specialist British

Outside of lectures, Cambridge and MIT have different educational structures
By Mark A. Salmon

Interestingly, both MIT
and Cambridge lean
away from their native
country’s conventions.
Interestingly, both MIT and Cambridge lean away from their native country’s conventions. MIT, by virtue of its
strong technology bias, creates individuals very strong in science, to the potential
detriment of their ability in the arts relative to science students from other colleges. Cambridge, at least in the science
and engineering faculties, is one of the
very few U.K. establishments that doesn’t
require specialization at point of entry.
Engineers follow a set general engineering degree for two years before electing
their preferred branch of the subject for
the final two years. Scientists are required
to study wide range of topics for their first
two years before splitting into chemistry,
biology, etc. Perhaps the optimal solution
is a middle ground between the methodologies on either side of the Atlantic, with
the top two universities in the world ap-

Events 

proaching this from different angles.
However, I have found that the teaching
styles of the two universities are relatively
disparate, despite the similar overall strategies. Lectures are a given in any higher
education establishment, but beyond this
the two establishments move apart. MIT
has a very strong propensity for labs and
practical work, promoting a very “handson” approach in line with the Mens et Manus motto. It is clear to any outsider that
the Institute puts its considerable income
to good use here with no shortage of lab
space or equipment.
On the other hand, Cambridge labs,
certainly the undergraduate ones, are of
significantly lower priority. For the first
two years of the engineering course, for
example, the labs are intended to be demonstrations of theory learned in lectures.
Full credit is awarded simply for showing
up and occasionally writing a cursory lab
report. In later years, the labs develop into
more extensive and graded projects, but
the courses are biased much more towards
theory.
In place of recitations, Cambridge uses
supervisions, whereby students go through
problems and queries they may have with
their work or more generally in the course
with academic material at a typical ratio of
two to one. This incredibly intensive procedure is an invaluable resource students really come to appreciate — though there is
nowhere to hide in the event of not having
done the work — and allows a very thorough and comprehensive understanding
to be developed in a relatively short time.
Which is perhaps just as well, given that
Cambridge runs three eight-week terms a
year, compared to MIT’s two semesters of
around 14 weeks not including IAP.
The final, and perhaps greatest, difference lies in the grading system. MIT’s
continual assessment through quizzes,
midterms, problem sets, projects, and finals is a very in-depth method, with the

added advantage of spreading pressure
over a longer period. In Cambridge, an entire year’s work hinges on the one or two
weeks in June when the exams take place.
During the final term of the year, there is
a tangible difference in the atmosphere
between the weeks of serious revision before exams and the glorious celebration of
excess the week after. This time is known
as May Week, and has the world renowned
May Balls.

In Cambridge, an
entire year’s work
hinges on the one or
two weeks in June
when the exams take
place.
One might think that you can cruise
through the first two terms of the year,
but this way of thinking would be a catastrophic mistake: a lesson many students
learn the hard way. If you don’t learn it
the first time, chances are you won’t in
the five or six weeks before exams as you
try and pour over a year’s worth of material. Both methods divide opinions; some
feel the continual assessment leads to students cramming the night before quizzes
without learning for the long term, while
others think that finals alone do not factor
in practical skills and impose unrealistic
amounts of pressure on students. Nevertheless, both are undoubtedly tough tests
of a student’s ability.
MIT and Cambridge both provide brilliant levels of education for those willing to
seize the opportunity and put in the hard
work. The students who persevere are the
ones that companies will be looking for,
regardless of where they studied.

(6:00 p.m. – 7:00 p.m.) Three Dollar Tuesday Indian food graduate
student event — 50, Morss Hall
(6:30 p.m. – 8:30 p.m.) Waste Land film screening — E14-633

Wednesday

season

Tuesday

2012–2013

oct. 2–7

(12:00 p.m. – 1:30 p.m.) The Future of the American Military — E40496
(5:15 p.m. – 7:30 p.m.) Switch film screening presented by Dr. Scott
Tinker — E51 Wong Auditorium

Thursday
(7:00 p.m. – 9:00 p.m.) Performance by MIT band Scuba Parade —
Coffeehouse
(7:00 p.m.) Live Free or Die film screening — 6-120

Friday
(7:00 p.m., 10:00 p.m.) LSC shows Brave — 26-100

Saturday

be r na rd h ai t i nk
c o nd uc t o r e mer it u s

(6:00 p.m. – 8:00 p.m.) Urban Films: The City Dark film screening —
3-133

Sunday
(12:00 p.m. – 1:00 p.m.) Sidney Pacific October graduate student
brunch — NW86-MP room

Send your campus events to events@tech.mit.edu.






Is there anyone you want to shadow for 24 hours?
We’re looking for writers to follow someone around
for one day and write about it!
It’s a great way to make connections on campus!
Join Campus Life @ The Tech!

se i ji ozawa
mu si c di re cto r l au reat e

(8:45 p.m. – 4:30 p.m.) Graduate student Edgerton Outlet Mall shopping trip — NW10-Edgerton Front Desk

College Card

Campus Life Campus Life Campus Life Campus Life Campus Life CampuS

The increasingly globalized workforce
means that large multinational companies recruit graduates from all over the
world. Given that various countries have
their own university systems, there will
certainly be differences in how students
are prepared to meet the challenges of
employment. I’m in the fortunate position
of having studied in two countries — my
first two years of college were spent at
Cambridge in the U.K. (where I will return
next year) and I am now at MIT through
the Cambridge-MIT Exchange. As such,
I have firsthand experience of how both
universities teach and I have been surprised by the contrasts.
In the U.K., degree programs are usually much more subject specific than their
American counterparts. Indeed, prospective students apply to a particular course
at a particular university while still in high
school, and often choose their A-Levels
(the last set of examinations taken at
school, which takes up the last two years
of compulsory education to study for) to
align with this. As a typical student will
only take four subjects at A-Level, omitting certain subjects to narrow the field of
study is unavoidable. As a consequence,
the decision as to what to study and possibly which career to take is largely made
at the age of 16.
This lies in stark contrast to the U.S.
system of arriving at college without having declared a major and being given the
opportunity to take any class one desires
within the relatively wide scope afforded
by the university requirements. College
may also seem to many readers to be absurdly early to be making important decisions like one’s future studies and career.
These different latter-stage high school
and early college strategies continue to
have profound implications later in the
further education process.

For example, it is widely acknowledged
across the world that the typical American
university graduate is very well-rounded,
with a good base of knowledge in a wide
variety of fields and greater ability in
subjects closer to his major. U.K. graduates are much more focused on a smaller
range of material, leading to a narrower
breadth of capabilities but a higher level
of competence in the chosen field. By way
of evidence, students in the CME program
such as myself take a number of graduate
courses to ensure good compatibility with
what we are missing back home despite
only being juniors, but would seriously
struggle in some of the freshmen GIR
classes in subjects outside our major.

campus Life

from cambridge to cambridge

MIT students! Visit the MIT Copy Tech Center, Building 11-004,
for your reduced price $5 BSO College Card. Attend available
BSO Concerts at no additional cost. (Some blackout dates apply.)

bso.org/collegecard
888-266-1200

Register your card at bso.org/collegecard to receive text and/or email
notification of ticket availability and special offers. Check back often to
see College Card black-out dates and up-to-the-moment ticket availability.
Tickets may be picked-up on a first-come, first-served basis at the BSO Box
Office at Symphony Hall (301 Mass. Ave) beginning on Monday the week
of the concert date. Tickets will not be available for pick-up after 7:30pm on
the night of the concert. One ticket will be given per BSO College Card with
a valid student I.D.
The BSO College Card expires May 4, 2013
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Upcoming Home Events
Tuesday, Oct. 2

Women’s volleyball wins Johnson & Wales tournament
Pushing their record to 18-3 on
the season, the women’s volleyball team went 3-1 on the weekend to capture the
Johnson & Wales
University Invitational Championship. The team beat
Plymouth State University 3-0 in the
first match of the tournament ex-

acting revenge from a loss to them
at the same tournament last season. MIT then followed up with a
3-1 win over hosts Johnson &
Wales. On the second day of the
tournament, Engineers suffered a
setback with an unexpected 0-3
loss to Western Connecticut State
University before bouncing back
to beat Johnson & Wales again in
the Championship match 3-1.

Women’s soccer vs. Wellesley College 4 p.m., Roberts Field

Alyssa L. Rothman ’13 and Kristine A. Bunker ’14 were named to
the All-Tournament Team while
Katie K. Spielbauer ’13 was named
Tournament MVP. The Engineers
will travel to Wheaton College on
Tuesday night, and then will return home for a Thursday night
match against WPI at 7 p.m. in
Rockwell Cage.

—Paul Dill, team coach

Thursday, Oct. 4
Women’s volleyball vs. WPI

7 p.m., Rockwell Cage

Akimitsu Hogge—The Tech

Joseph M. Paggi ’16 (left) and Priyanka M. Chatterjee
’15 represent the A division sailing team in the Smith
Cup, held this past Saturday. The team placed second
in its event, losing to Tufts University.

Akimitsu Hogge—The Tech

Elizabeth A. Dethy ’15 dribbles the ball in the Women’s Field Hockey game against Endicott College
last Thursday. MIT won 5–3.

Royal Bengal
Boston’s only authentic Bengali Cuisine restaurant

Open Daily Except Monday
11:30 am – 11:30 pm
Lunch Buffet $7.95
Reasonably Priced Dinners

313 Mass. Ave., Cambridge
(617) 491-1988
T: Red Line, Bus #1 – Central Square

10% Discount on $15
(or more) order with MIT ID.

Free delivery for orders over $10.
Take-out, platters, and catering available.
http://www.royalbengalrestaurant.com/

SPERM DONORS
Earn up to
per month

Invest minimal time
Make a real difference in the lives of families
Receive free health and genetic screenings

APPLY ONLINE:

File

SPERMBANK.com

Tiffany Ira Huang—The Tech

MIT hosted the Midweek Tech Invitational last Wednesday, the first midweek regatta of the sailing
season. The sailors raced on Rondar Fireflies, the sailing boats used in the 1948 Olympics. MIT placed
9th, 11th, 13th, 17th, 18th, and 20th out of 20.

- convenient Cambridge location

Edit

Options

Buffers

Tools

Im-Python

Python

Help

import new_skills
def learnMarketableJobSkills():
return linux, OSX, javascript, applescript, perl, python
if you.interest == True:
print "E-mail join@tech.mit.edu"

----:----F1 joinTechno.py

(Python)--L1--Top-------------------------------------------------------

